
To whom this may concern, 

  

Firstly, thank you for the feedback on the questions I had previously asked you guys. Your 

answers did clarify my queries. It’s good to know now that you guys have some strict 

maintenance procedure in place. Another piece of advice I want to share regarding my 

previous questions is that most likely for future tooling design and manufacture and I’m not 

sure if you have these features on your current tooling. Is to evaluate heat treatment 

options to extend the performance and life of your tooling. You probably have already 

considered these options. However I believe it is very important to mention. 

  

Hello my name is Mauro, and I'm a Mechanical Designer & been in the Mech. Drafting and 

Design area since 1992. I've been using Autodesk 3D-Inventor software for more than 15 

years proficiently, and used AutoCAD for more than 20 years. I can advance your project in 

a professional and timely manner to suit your time constraints. I have quite broad 

knowledge in engineering and mechanical design, with my main interests in machine 

(SPM), automation, Robotic applications, mechanisms, structural design and tooling 

design. 

  

 

I have also successfully completed an apprenticeship as a Toolmaker prior to expanding 

my interests into engineering mechanical design, which compliments my design abilities 

perfectly. Many prior employer’s and client’s emphasis this prerequisite blend of skills were 

readily sought for and an extremely valuable combination of abilities. 

 

I have substantial experience and understanding of the Manufacturing sector to carry out 

the tasks you require. I am very “Hands-On” oriented, and I enjoy 

A technical and creative challenge and problem solving tasks. I use sound engineering 

principals and problem solving “best practices” while utilizing modern 

Computer technologies for analyzing my product development tasks and designs. 

 

 

This blend of hands-on (Toolmaking background) with precision workmanship and attention 

to detail with ample machining, welding experience and knowledge, and formal training I’ve 

acquired balances perfectly and works in partnership to accomplish out-comes that 

exceeds your expectations. I have abundant industrial experience in mechanical design / 



development and design, and am very keen on details of high levels and am vigilant to 

industry requirements. 

  

Please check out my Upwork / GrabCAD.com portfolio for some samples of my work. I 

would be happy to share more with you on request. 

 

 

  

To re-iterate, I have sufficient Special Purpose Machinery and mechanical design 

experience to carry out your project especially at this Concept-proposal stage, and with 

plenty of experience in 3D modelling and technical drawing creation to collaborate with 

manufacturing personnel building the unit or items for the project. By what you’ve disclosed 

about the project so far, I believe a robotic type Application and solution with some simple 

Ancillary equipment, would be suitable for your needs. And possibly it can be integrated 

into the existing system. At what degree of complexity it would involve, I would have to 

investigate matters at the 2nd. Stage of the tournament. There are thousands of kinds of 

industrial robots available on the market that are reasonably economical and great for ROI 

for the purchaser / manufacturer on utilizing this flexible technology in to their business and 

manufacturing operations. I also believe that a Vision System can be integrated into its 

design as part of the system functionality. This will maintain and improve quality control into 

this automated system you require compared to the out dated methods. These methods 

provide ideal control of where excess material / burrs are deposited. These systems have 

been around for a number of years now and have continued to evolve to a facilitate more 

and more sophisticated application requirements such as yours. I have investigated these 

applications where it is being used around the world in many similar applications and 

companies like yours. The Robot can hold and rotate the part needing de-burring and 

taking it to a fixed pneumatic or electric grinder with appropriate de-burring tools for each 

specific application is fitted. Pressure sensitive equipment should be applied to the design 

of the system. Or the Robot could be fitter with a similar grinder and be taken to the fixed 

parts on a rigid bench where the part is stationary and possibly on and indexing fixture, 

then the robot can be programed to located the burred areas and grind them away quite 

accurately and efficiently. 

  

Early in my design/drafting career, I was fortunate enough to work for a small consulting 

company that supported many industries with their team of Robotic application integrator 



experts, where I learned abundantly in my nurturing younger years in engineering. I have 

been involved and exposed to numerous successful Robotic applications that we as a team 

participated in bringing about a turnkey solution to our clients. 

  

I am going to include in a few more days some diagrams and a report on the results I find 

during some evaluations with a 3D model layout I’m investigating. 

  

Thank you for your considerations on my concept proposal. 

  

Hi. I have provided and updated my diagrams and Proposal Report for my 3-off options that 

I see is best for your requirements. 

I look forward to hearing back from you soon, much thanks. 

Mauro Tomasi. 

  

Kind regards 

  

Mauro Tomasi 

 


